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Come Outdoors In the Fresh Air and Fly
Flash back to 2019-Notice the happy group below. It looks like
only our esteemed president Jeff Owens could manage a smile for the
cameras back in 2019 when we first experimented with Skype for the
annual Board of Directors meeting. West BOD members Pat Ensign and
Frank Cox were prominently featured out front. We did essentially the
same thing with a mixed meeting in 2020. At that time, we planned the
2021 BOD meeting to be to be an entirely virtual experiment, not knowing
the Covid-19 epidemic was about to be unleashed. It proved to be a wise
move, and as planned, 2021’s meeting was done by Zoom, (See page 3 for
the highlights and minutes of the 2021 virtual meeting.)
(L-R) Phil Spelt, Duane Wilson, Jeff Owens, Keith Watson, Scott Anderson, (Frank
Cox, Pat Ensign on TV), Jamie Strong, Jim Johns, & former pres Bruce Underwood

2019

Join our Discussion list
from within the webpage
or inform any officer and
we’ll “sign you up”. It’s like
a gigantic Mailing-list, but at
NO CHARGE. A service
to membership and
potentials from SPA.

www.seniorpattern.com

Board Meeting
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FROM THE PRESIENT-Jeff Owens
This year’s contest season is about to kick off! As I write this, the first contest in the

Revenger

East is only two weeks away and the first for the West is only two weeks after that. I hope
that folks have been able to get out and do some practicing, shaking off the accumulated rust
from the winter layoff.
There have been some interesting developments concerning new kits over the winter. Some
of you may recall the Revenger design by Dick Russ. Recently, fellow SPAer Scott Anderson
has created an updated CAD version of Dick’s design. Dick has built a preproduction version
of Scott’s kit and there are some pictures of it on the Email Discussion List. A very nice
rendition, indeed! Look for the final version of this project to be available soon from
Performance Model Aviation www.performancemodelaviation.com where Scott also
has a short kit of the Killer/Ultimate Kaos.
A second development comes
from a new producer, it’s a new
version of Joe Bridi’s classic Kaos
design from:
Old School Model Works
www.oldschoolmodels.com
Mark Lanterman has done a great
job re-engineering this design
using contemporary construction
techniques. Take a look on his website, (p 7.) One
of our local club members has built some of Mark’s
kits and had some good things to say about them.

Lately I have been working on a Kosmo 3 from Mantua models.
This was the Italian National Champion for 1974-76. The plans
Italian “Kosmo” pattern ship kit from 1974. Kit was
are all in Italian, but there are lots of pictures with all the parts
produced in the former “West Germany” , and has a
numbered. That helps, but doesn’t get the whole job done. Enter
wingspan of around 66”
Google Translate! With a bit of guess work and the help of this
software I was able to figure out the dihedral angle – 3 degrees. It is a nice looking design and probably is destined for
electric power.
Speaking of which, I have another Curare ARF from Schweighofer. This one has electric retracts and is
e-powered. After 14 flights I am quite happy with this combination. I am still working on the final trimming since the
spring winds have made it tough to get in flights. That and the ongoing construction at our new field location.
I hope that everyone is excited about the prospects of getting back on the contest trail this year. From postings on
the email list I expect to see many new airplanes out there. Good luck to all the builders and flyers! Until next time…2
may all your maneuvers be smooth and your landings trouble free!
Jeff

Minutes of the Senior Pattern Association
Board of Directors Meeting
The annual meeting of the Senior Pattern Association Board of Directors was called to order by
President Jeff Owens at 10:15 a.m. EST on January 23, 2021. The meeting was held virtually via Zoom.
Attendees were President Jeff Owens, Secretary/Treasurer Jim Johns, East Representative Scott Anderson,
West Representative Chris Berardi, Newsletter editor Duane Wilson, and member at large Phil Spelt.
Treasurer’s Report: Jim Johns reported the following
Opening Balance
$4,941.69
Income
$2,603.14
Expenses
$,3533.15
Closing Balance
$4,011.68
Expenses including $1,370.29 for website expenses for 5 years. This covers website hosting, security
and SSL (https) into the year 2025.
Life Membership: Jim Johns asked the Board for guidance in the assignment of Life Member numbers.
Following some discussion, the Board directed that only the SPA numbers of deceased members be used in
the future at the discretion of the Secretary.
Retracts and Tuned Pipes: It was reiterated to the Board that current SPA rules allow the use of retractable
landing gear but not tuned pipes. It was also mentioned that CDs have final say concerning their contests.
Frank Cox was scheduled to deliver the information, but was unable to attend due to illness.
Renaming Novice class: Jeff Owens suggested renaming the current Novice class to Basic. A motion to
change the name passed following discussion; changes will be made before the 2021 contest season begins.
Memorial Trophy Flyoff: Scott Anderson mentioned that there currently are no written procedures for the
Memorial Trophy Flyoff in the East district. The Board directed that the rules concerning the Flyoff will be
posted on the SPA Memorial Trophy page of the website and the webmaster was directed to do so.
SPA Bylaws: The Board took the following actions concerning the Bylaws
Numerous minor wording changes to the SPA Bylaws to clarify terminology and to bring them into
accordance with current practice were presented by Jim Johns and Scott Anderson. An explanation of
the types of Active memberships was to be added to Article V Section 2, along with the age tiers for
Life membership. These changes were approved and the Secretary and Webmaster were tasked to
accomplish them.
Article V Section 3 and Article VI Section 3 will be deleted as no longer applicable.
Article VIII Section 3 – The amount allowed to be expended for one item was increased from $100 to
$500.
The Secretary was directed to make the approved changes and submit the revised Bylaws to the Board for
approval.
Change the composition and duties of Board of Directors members: Scott Anderson proposed several
changes to the composition and duties of the Board.
Reduce size of Board by eliminating the Chairman of Special Projects position and adding his duties to
that of the Vice-President. No action was taken.
Term limits for all elected officers and Board of Directors members were discussed. No action was taken.
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Restructuring the Pattern Committee – Scott Anderson proposed restructuring the Pattern Committee.
This idea was discussed at length and the following decisions were made.
Enhance outreach to the general membership using all available methods, including the Discussion
List, directed emails and face to face communication. Specifically, member input will be
sought in the following areas:
Soliciting volunteers to serve on the Pattern Committee.
Soliciting maneuvers to be included in the new sequences.
Future Pattern Committees shall include at least one active member who is actively flying in each
of the following classes – Sportsman, Advanced and Expert/Senior Expert if possible.
History - Jim Johns and Phil Spelt were directed to collect previous Competition Guides and Calling
Cards. Webmaster will create a “HISTORY” section on the website to display these items for
member’s reference.
Open General Discussion:
Chris Berardi suggested that SPA merchandise, such as stickers and patches, be added to the SPA website.
Chris and Scott Anderson suggested that stickermule.com might be a good source to investigate for the
stickers because our current supply is running low. This task was assigned to the Secretary.
Chris Berardi also suggested using a service such as mailchimp.com to enhance outreach to the general
membership. He and the Secretary will investigate this option.
There being no further business, the meeting was adjourned at 1:20 p.m.
Respectfully submitted,
Jim Johns, Secretary

The
virtual
meeting
by Zoom

The BOD met via Zoom this year. Here we are reviewing and voting on proposed corrections to
the bylaws and Competitor’s Guide. Not pictured are members Chris Berardi and Scott Anderson

The 2021 BOD
meeting broke a
long tradition of
“in person”
annual meetings,
with membership
participation. For
the first time the
annual meeting
was done totally
virtually, thus
saving hours of
travel plus motel
and restaurant
bills for the
Board members.
As it turned out,
with Covid still a
major concern, it
was the only
practical way
hold the meeting
this year.
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SPA East Schedule
Date

Event & Contest Director

Location

NEW DATE
May 22-23

KCRC Ben Oliver Memorial SPA Contest
Jimmy Russell CD

Knoxville, TN

NEW DATEJune 12-13

Cass Underwood Memorial Contest
Jamie Strong CD

Prattville, AL

July 10-11

JCRC SPA Contest
Vic Koenig CD

Johnson City, TN

August 7-8

SPA East-West Nationals
Jim Johns CD

Memphis, TN

TENTATIVE
Sept 18-19

South Georgia SPA
Greg Hoke CD

TBD

NEW DATE
Oct 9-10

SPA East Masters
Jerry Black CD

Johnson City, TN

SPA West Schedule
Date

Event & Contest Director

Location

April 24

Spring Opener @ Ft. Worth Thunderbirds
Ken Knotts & Gary Alphin CDs

Benbrook, TX

May 15

Buzzardaire/Texas Wings
Pat Ensign CD

Newark, TX

June 19

Golden Triangle
Frank Cox CD

Grand Prairie, TX

NEW
August 7-8

SPA East-West Nationals
Jim Johns CD

Memphis, TN

Sept 11

Wichita Falls
Tony Breyen & Pat Ensign CDs

Wichita Falls, TX

Oct 23

West Championships @ HOTMAC
Todd Blose CD

Waco, TX
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New Arrivals:

To be framed and
pondered when
outdoor temps exceed

100 degrees!!

Keep ‘em Coming

Pat EnsignDual Curare “Buzzards”
This winter I have built 2 new Curares
simultaneously from Eureka body short kits.
They are identical in every way except
"CB" (Curare Black) has a 5" shorter wing.
Both have OS .65s, analog servos (except
rudder) homemade 5 cell NIMH packs, and
operated by a new Futaba 16SZ. Surprise!, I
have finally retired my 72mhz Hitec to my
"B plan" back up planes.
The snowy picture is on purpose. Will be
fun to look at when its 100+ degrees at the
summer contests.
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http://www.oldschoolmodels.com/kaos60.htm
www.oldschoolmodels.com/kaos60.htm

New Arrivals Continued:
Vic Koenig-Some History and

His Latest Phantom

If you’ve been in SPA long enough, you will remember the time when Vic Koenig would fly glo using 4strokes. Influenced by former SPA pilot Ed Lyerly (who wrote two informative introductory articles on electric flight
for SPA, (Jan-Feb and Mar -Apr 2013), Vic has been seriously converted to electric flight, (one of our SPA pioneers),
and he’s getting pretty good at it. His latest Phantom is above. Each color scheme is getting better and more “flashy
looking” in my opinion.
Although the Scorpion S2 4020-540 can pull 11.6 pounds
using 1426 watts, more than sufficient for this 7 pound 2
ounce Phantom using a MAS 3 blade 13/8/3 prop.
On my plane for SPA competition, I decided to use a MAS
12/8/3 as it pulls 10.4 pounds using 1270 watts and because
this Phantom is only 7 pound 2 ounces ready to fly. Jamie
Strong has the same motor and is trying a 14/7/3 cut to 13
inches long. I want to check with him on how he feels it does.
I'm thinking the pitch of 8 may be a little too much even
though it does so well. I personally don't need speed but
certainly want the vertical performance because I have a rolling
vertical in my sequence for this year. I use a Castle Creations
Talon 90 and 6S batteries to drive it all. I like the BEC in the ESC because it regulates the RX/servo voltage to 6 volts
7
with 20 amps.

Phil Spelt– Sweetater (Long and winding road to completion)

While “new”, this Sweetater has
“been around the block” so to speak.
Duane Wilson got the plane 3-4 years ago
from a fellow club member, who in turn
had gotten the plane from someone else,
and we don’t know if that person was the
original builder. We do know the plane
had seen a lot of “shelf-time” because the
original balsa wing skins were beginning to
separate, and while sound and basically
well-built, (one could tell the builder knew what he was doing), the plane had that distinctive “seasoned” look to it.
Even after Duane obtained the plane, it continued to sit as there wer always more pressing projects—in short, it didn’t
get finished until Phil needed a plane.
The Sweetater was about 75-80% finished. The best we can figure, the original builder was a sport flyer with maybe
a pattern background. It was outfitted for a rear exhaust engine and turned pipe that went through the area where the
canopy was supposed to be. The “canopy” will filled in with balsa block. The original builder also thought the plane
would look really “nifty” with cheek cowls—well crafted but all wrong in our opinion.
Over time, Phil applied his years of model building to transform the small picture on the right above into this
sharp-looking Sweetater. It’s great to see a plane that stuck in limbo for so long finally get a chance to spread its wings.

Dick Russ-Revenger
Vital statistics: OS65, 7.5 pounds
70 inch wingspan.

(Performance Model Aviation kit)
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Jeff Owens--New Curare

Same Look, but Different
“Under the Hood”

All the new goodies of Jeff’s latest Curare are
under the surface. This year he is experimenting
with electric propulsion—-and retracts. Jeff’s
original description: “(I used)... the same setup I have
used on the nitro version worked well as a starting point.
A few mixes need to be tweaked a bit, but nothing special. The electric version seems to have about the same
performance as my OS 55AX version, maybe a bit more
oomph at the start of the flight, but I was immediately
comfortable with it.
I got the package deal with Modster retracts, 85 amp
speed control and motor. The motor is a 510 kv and I
am using a 12x8 APC electric prop. I don't have a tach at
the moment, but the kv suggests about 12000 rpm - close to what a pumped 61SF turns. I am using HRB 6s 4000
batteries and I found that I could do the Sr. Expert pattern in 7 minutes pulling only about 2000 Mah or about 50% of
the battery capacity. The battery is barely warm at the end of the flight. The ready-to-fly weight is 6.6 lbs.

SPA History-Photo Flashback– The “Fab Eight”
Look at the pictures below taken in 2006. Of all the photos I’ve taken since being part of SPA, these two rank
up there as some of my favorites. These two are the so-called “Fab Four” pictures taken at the memorable Knoxville
contest that year. Speaking of Vic Koenig using 4-stroke glo engines Vic, (and yours truly) are included in this picture.
The other two pilots are Don Eiler, (a fierce Novice competitor back then), and John Nessler, (one of the Nessler
brothers who joined us in 2006). They came all the way from Ohio to compete with us.
In their first contest, they flew, (I believe) a Tiporare 2-stroke with tuned pipe, (loved the “burbling sound” when it
throttled down.) Since the time I joined SPA in 2005, we have always had an outreach to pattern pilots to join our
ranks. They were both pattern experts, and were given an exemption to fly what they had and join us—we have
NEVER turned someone away who came to fly. As you can see, they quickly were “hooked”, and converted to a legal
Intruder without the pipe.
How did I get eight pilots to stand still long
enough to pose for pictures? I don’t know but it
happened. Simpler times? Knoxville’s Don Eiler
and John Nessler from Ohio round out the
foursome. They later persuaded their Dad John
(called John the Dad), to routinely fly with us for
several years. Good times...

Yes, that’s Jerry Black with a Dirty Birdy,

former long-time SPA President Bruce
Underwood, Eric Nessler, and Steve Byrum
(when he was able to come).
Eric worked with me to persuade World
Models to reintroduce their discontinued
Intruder , then worked with them to influence
its redesign using their personal modified
planes as an example for the new ARF.
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SENIOR PATTERN ASSOCIATION
MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION
SENIOR PATTERN ASSOCIATION MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION

COME
VISIT
OUR
WEBSITE

Name______________________________________________________________
Street Address______________________________________________________
City______________________

State___________________ Zip____________

@

www.
seniorpattern.
com

Date of Birth:______—_______—________ AMA Number ________________
Telephone (_____)_________________ E-Mail ____________________________
Mail this form along with check/money order made out to The Senior Pattern Association for $20.00 to:
Jim Johns 85 Hodge Rd. Dutton, AL 35744

www.seniorpattern.com

Jim Johns
85 Hodge Rd
Dutton, AL 35744
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